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Thanks for the responses everyone. Nice to post this and come back hours later to see that I don't have any
stones to dodge!
I've tried to make videos that try to tell a story, but always find I never have enough footage. I could, but most
days I really don't feel like putting the rod down to set up a camera!
Quote:
Swattie87 wrote:
Dude, when your rod bent over on that fish at 2:55...what a great feeling that is. Your heartrate went from
pretty much nothing to like 120 bpm I bet...mine did just watching it. I actually felt nervous with you, hoping
you'd land it!

You bet right. That was the first time I fished that hole too. Funny story about that clip. I edited out the part
where I tried to lift it up to me and (predictably) the hook popped out and the fish dropped back in the water.
Went back to that spot six months later and got revenge on that fish, it was 10.5-11". The pic shown after that
video clip is from the second time.
Quote:
Phish_On wrote:
Swattie said it. Leave the spinners at home if your fishin for those native/wild brookies. Other then that cool
video.

I've come to agree with this, for brookies in really small streams anyway. In 2010 though, I still used the ultralite
spinning tackle any time I checked out a new stream, my fly fishing skills were not good enough to use the fly
rod as a survey tool at the time.
Quote:
dc410 wrote:

I'm looking forward to some of that wintertime native brookie fishing where the falls into those plunge pools
turn into beautiful ice sculptures.

I forgot about this part of winter fishing! Gotta stop fishin' those flat limestoners in winter!
Quote:
AndyP wrote:
As a born and bred fly fisherman in Chester County most of my life it was great to see what is still alive in
those little cricks.

I can hardly believe these trout exist where they do. Well kept secrets for sure and some streams have handled
all the development in the area really well.

